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Abstract
Reinforcement learning (RL) in discrete action space is ubiquitous in real-world applications, but its complexity grows exponentially
with the action-space dimension, making it
challenging to apply existing on-policy gradient based deep RL algorithms eﬃciently. To
eﬀectively operate in multidimensional discrete action spaces, we construct a critic to
estimate action-value functions, apply it on
correlated actions, and combine these critic estimated action values to control the variance
of gradient estimation. We follow rigorous statistical analysis to design how to generate and
combine these correlated actions, and how to
sparsify the gradients by shutting down the
contributions from certain dimensions. These
eﬀorts result in a new discrete action on-policy
RL algorithm that empirically outperforms
related on-policy algorithms relying on variance control techniques. We demonstrate
these properties on OpenAI Gym benchmark
tasks, and illustrate how discretizing the action space could benefit the exploration phase
and hence facilitate convergence to a better
local optimal solution thanks to the flexibility
of discrete policy.

1

INTRODUCTION

There has been significant recent interest in using
model-free reinforcement learning (RL) to address complex real-world sequential decision making tasks [Silver
et al., 2018, MacAlpine and Stone, 2017, OpenAI, 2018].
With the help of deep neural networks, model-free deep
RL algorithms have been successfully implemented in
a variety of tasks, including game playing [Silver et al.,
Proceedings of the 23rd International Conference on Artificial
Intelligence and Statistics (AISTATS) 2020, Palermo, Italy.
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2016, Mnih et al., 2013] and robotic controls [Levine
et al., 2016]. Among those model-free RL algorithms,
policy gradient (PG) algorithms are a class of methods that parameterize the policy function and apply
gradient-based methods to make updates. It has been
shown to succeed in solving a range of challenging RL
tasks [Mnih et al., 2016, Schulman et al., 2015a, Lillicrap et al., 2015, Schulman et al., 2017, Wang et al.,
2016, Haarnoja et al., 2018, Liu et al., 2017b]. Despite
directly targeting at maximizing the expected rewards,
PG suﬀers from problems including having low sample
eﬃciency [Haarnoja et al., 2018] for on-policy PG algorithms and undesirable sensitivity to hyper-parameters
for oﬀ-policy algorithms [Lillicrap et al., 2015].
On-policy RL algorithms use on-policy samples to estimate the gradients for policy parameters, as routinely
approximated by Monte Carlo (MC) estimation that often comes with large variance. A number of techniques
have sought to alleviate this problem for continuous
action spaces [Gu et al., 2016, Grathwohl et al., 2017,
Liu et al., 2017a, Wu et al., 2018], while relatively fewer
have been proposed for discrete action spaces [Grathwohl et al., 2017, Yin et al., 2019]. In practice, RL with
discrete action space is ubiquitous in fields including
recommendation system [Dulac-Arnold et al., 2015],
bidding system [Hu et al., 2018], gaming [Mnih et al.,
2013], to name a few. It plays an important role in the
early stage of RL development [Sutton and Barto, 2018],
and many value-based algorithms [Watkins and Dayan,
1992, Mnih et al., 2013, Van Hasselt et al., 2016] can
handle such setup when the action space is not large.
However, when the action space is multidimensional,
the number of unique actions grows exponentially with
the dimension, leading to an intractable combinatorial
optimization problem at every single step that prevents
the application of most value-based RL methods.
Under the setting of high-dimensional discrete action
space, policy-gradient based algorithms can still be
applied if we assume the joint distribution over discrete
actions to be factorized across dimensions, so that the
joint policy is still tractable [Jaśkowski et al., 2018,
Andrychowicz et al., 2018]. Then the challenge boils
down to obtaining a gradient estimator that can well
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control its variance. Though many variance reduction
techniques have been proposed for discrete variables
[Jang et al., 2016, Tucker et al., 2017, Yin and Zhou,
2019, Raiko et al., 2014], they either provide biased
gradients or are not applicable to multidimensional RL
settings.

where
2 (0, 1] is a discount factor. The objective of RL is to find the (sub-)optimal policy ⇡ ⇤ =
arg max⇡ J(⇡). In practice, it is infeasible to search
through all policies and hence one typically resorts to
parameterizing the policy ⇡✓ with ✓.

In this paper, we propose Critic-ARSM (CARSM) policy gradient, which improves the recently proposed
augment-REINFORCE-swap-merge (ARSM) gradient
estimator of Yin et al. [2019] and integrates it with
action-value function evaluation, to accomplish threefold eﬀects: 1) CARSM sparsifies the ARSM gradient
and introduces an action-value Critic to work with multidimensional discrete actions spaces; 2) By estimating
the rewards of a set of correlated discrete actions via
the proposed action-value Critic, and combining these
rewards for variance reduction, CARSM achieves better
sample eﬃciency compared with other variance-control
methods such as A2C [Mnih et al., 2016] and RELAX
[Grathwohl et al., 2017]; 3) CARSM can be easily applied to other RL algorithms using REINFORCE or its
variate as the gradient estimator. Although we mainly
focus on on-policy algorithms, our algorithm can also
be potentially applied to oﬀ-policy algorithms with the
same principle; we leave this extension for future study.

2.1

The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we briefly
review existing on-policy learning frameworks and variance reduction techniques for discrete action space.
In Section 3, we introduce CARSM from both theoretical and practical perspectives. In Section 4, we
first demonstrate the potential benefits of discretizing
a continuous control task compared with using a diagonal Gaussian policy, then show the high sample
eﬃciency of CARSM from an extensive range of experiments and illustrate that CARSM can be plugged into
state-of-arts on-policy RL learning frameworks such as
Trust Region Policy Optimization (TRPO) [Schulman
et al., 2015a]. Python (TensorFlow) code is available
at https://github.com/yuguangyue/CARSM.

2

PRELIMINARIES

RL is often formulated as learning under a Markov decision process (MDP). Its action space A is dichotomized
into either discrete (e.g., A = {1, . . . , 100}) or continuous (e.g., A = [ 1, 1]). In an MDP, at discrete time
t
0, an agent in state st 2 S takes action at 2 A,
receives instant reward r(st , at ) 2 R, and transits to
next state st+1 ⇠ P(· | st , at ). Let ⇡ : S 7! P(A) be a
mapping from the state to a distribution over actions.
We define the expected cumulative rewards under ⇡ as
J(⇡) = E⇡ [

P1

t=0

t

r(st , at )] ,

(1)

On-Policy Optimization

We introduce on-policy optimization methods from a
constrained optimization point of view to unify the
algorithms we will discuss in this article. In practice,
we want to solve the following constrained optimization
problem as illustrated in Schulman et al. [2015a]:
h
i
t)
max✓ E⇡✓old ⇡✓⇡✓ (a(at |s
Q⇡✓old (st , at )
t |st )
old

subject to D(✓ old , ✓)  ✏,
P
0
where Q⇡✓ (st , at ) = E⇡✓ [ t0 =t t t r(s0t , a0t )] is the
action-value function and D(·, ·) is some metric that
measures the closeness between ✓ old and ✓.

A2C Algorithm: One choice of D(·, ·) is the L2
norm, which will lead us to first-order gradient ascent.
By applying first-order Taylor expansion on ⇡✓ around
✓ old , the problem can be re-written as maximizing
E⇡✓old [Q⇡✓old (st , at )] + r✓ J(⇡✓old )T (✓ ✓ old ) subject
to ||✓ ✓ old ||2  ✏, which will result in a gradient ascent
update scheme; note r✓ J(⇡✓old ) := r✓ J(⇡✓ )|✓=✓old .
Based on REINFORCE [Williams, 1992], the gradient
of the original objective function (1) can be written as
r✓ J(⇡✓ ) = E⇡✓

⇥P 1

t=0

⇤
Q⇡✓ (st , at )r✓ log ⇡✓ (at |st ) . (2)

However, a naive Monte Carlo estimation of (2) has
large variance that needs to be controlled. A2C
algorithm [Mnih et al., 2016] adds value function
V ⇡✓ (s) := Eat ⇠⇡✓ [Q⇡✓ (st , at )] as a baseline and obtains a low-variance estimator of r✓ J(⇡✓ ) as
P1
g A2C = E⇡✓ [ t=0 A⇡✓ (st , at )r✓ log ⇡✓ (at |st )] , (3)

where A⇡✓ (st , at ) = Q⇡✓ (st , at )
Advantage function.

V ⇡✓ (st ) is called the

Trust Region Policy Optimization: The other
choice of metric D(·, ·) could be KL-divergence, and
the update from this framework is introduced as TRPO
[Schulman et al., 2015a]. In practice, this constrained
optimization problem is reformulated as follows:
max r✓ J(⇡✓old )T (✓
✓

subject to 12 (✓ old

✓ old )

✓)T H(✓ old

✓)  ,

where
H
is
the
second-order
derivative
r2✓ DKL (✓ old ||✓)|✓=✓old .
An analytic update step
for this optimization problem can be expressed as
q
2
✓ = ✓ old + dT H
(4)
1 d d,
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where d = H 1 r✓ J(⇡✓old ), and in practice the default
choice of r✓ J(⇡✓old ) is g A2C as defined at (3).
2.2

Variance Control Techniques

Besides the technique of using state-dependent baseline
to reduce variance as in (3), two recent works propose
alternative methods for variance reduction in discrete
action space settings. For the sake of space, we defer to
Grathwohl et al. [2017] for the detail about the RELAX
algorithm and briefly introduce ARSM here.
ARSM Policy Gradient: The ARSM gradient estimator can be used to backpropagate unbiased and
low-variance gradients through a sequence of unidimensional categorical variables [Yin et al., 2019]. It comes
up with a reparametrization formula for discrete random variable, and combines it with a parameter-free
self-adjusted baseline to achieve variance reduction.
Instead of manipulating on policy parameters ✓ directly,
ARSM turns to reduce variance on the gradient with
respect to the logits , before backpropagating it to ✓
using the chain rule. Let us assume
⇡✓ (at | st ) = Categorical(at | (

t )),

t

:= T✓ (st ),

where (·) denotes the softmax function and T✓ (·) 2
RC denotes a neural network, which is parameterized
by ✓ and has an output dimension of C.
Denote $ c↵j as the vector obtained by swapping the
cth and jth elements of vector $, which means $jc↵j =
$c , $cc↵j = $j , and $ic↵j = $i if i 2
/ {c, j}. Following
the derivation from Yin et al. [2019], the gradient with
respect to tc can be expressed as
r

tc

J(

gtc :=

0:1 )

C
X
j=1

"

= EP(st | s0 ,⇡✓ )P(s0 )

Q(st , ac↵j
)
t

t

E$t ⇠Dir(1C ) [gtc ] ,
#✓
◆
1
1
m↵j
Q(st , at
)
$tj ,
C m=1
C
C
X

where
Qt 1

P(st | s0 , ⇡✓ ) is the marginal form of
P(s
t0 +1 | st0 , at0 )Categorical(at0 ; ( t0 )), $ t ⇠
t0 =0
c↵j
Dir(1C ), and ac↵j
:= arg mini2{1,...,C} $ti
e ti . In
t
c↵j
addition, at is called a pseudo action to diﬀerentiate
it from the true action at =: arg mini2{1,...,C} $ti e ti .

Applying the chain rule leads to ARSM policy gradient:
P1 PC
) @ tc
g ARSM = t=0 c=1 @J(@ 0:1
@✓
tc
n
h
io
PC
= Est ⇠⇢⇡, (s) E$t ⇠Dir(1C ) r✓ c=1 gtc tc ,

P1
where ⇢⇡, (s) := t=0 t P(st = s | s0 , ⇡✓ ) is the unnormalized discounted state visitation frequency.
In Yin et al. [2019], Q(st , ac↵j
) are estimated by MC
t
integration, which requires multiple MC rollouts at each
timestep if there are pseudo actions that diﬀer from

the true action. This estimation largely limits the implementation of ARSM policy gradient to small action
space due to the high computation cost. The maximal
number of unique pseudo actions grows quadratically
with the number of actions along each dimension and a
long episodic task will result in more MC rollouts too.
To diﬀerentiate it from the new algorithm, we refer to
it as ARSM-MC.

3

CARSM POLICY GRADIENT

In this section, we introduce Critic-ARSM (CARSM)
policy gradient for multidimensional discrete action
space. CARSM improves ARSM-MC in the following
two aspects: 1. ARSM-MC only works for unidimensional RL settings while CARSM generalizes it to multidimensional ones with sparsified gradients. 2. CARSM
can be applied to more complicated tasks as it employs
an action-value function critic to remove the need of
running multiple MC rollouts for a single estimation,
which largely improves the sample eﬃciency.
For an RL task with K-dimensional C-way discrete
action space, we assume diﬀerent dimensions atk 2
{1, . . . , C} of the multidimensional discrete action
at = (at1 , . . . , atK ) are independent given logits t
at time t, that is at1 ?at2 · · · ?atK | t . For the logit
vector t 2 RKC , which can be decomposed as t =
( 0t1 , . . . , 0tK )0 , tk = ( tk1 , . . . , tkC )0 , we assume
P (at |

t)

=

QK

k=1

Categorical(atk ; (

tk )).

Theorem 1 (Sparse ARSM for multidimensional discrete action space). The element-wise gradient of
J( 0:1 ) with respect to tkc can be expressed as
r

tkc

J(

0:1 )

= EP(st | s0 ,⇡✓ )P(s0 )

n

t

o
E ⇧t ⇠ Q K
[gtkc ] ,
k=1 Dir($ tk ;1C )

where $ tk = ($tk1 , . . . , $tkC )0 ⇠ Dir(1C ) is the
Dirichlet random vector for dimension k, state t and
⇢
0,
if ac↵j
tk = atk for all (c,j)
PC
gtkc :=
1
$tkj , otherwise
j=1 [ c,j (st , at )] C
PC
c↵j
1
) C m=1 Q(st , am↵j
),
c,j (st , at ) := Q(st , at
t
c↵j 0
ac↵j
:= (ac↵j
t
t1 , . . . , atK ) ,

c↵j
ac↵j
tk := arg mini2{1,...,C} $tki e

tki

.

We defer the proof to Appendix A. One diﬀerence from
the original ARSM [Yin et al., 2019] is the values of gtkc ,
where we obtain a sparse estimation that shutdowns
the kth dimension if ac↵j
tk = atk for all (c, j) and hence
there is no more need to calculate r✓ tkc for all c
belonging to dimension k at time t. One immediate
benefit from this sparse gradient estimation is to reduce
the noise from that specific dimension because the Q
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function is always estimated with either MC estimation
or Temporal Diﬀerence (TD) [Sutton and Barto, 2018],
which will introduce variance and bias, respectively.
In ARSM-MC, the action-value function is estimated
by MC rollouts. Though it returns unbiased estimation, it inevitably decreases the sample eﬃciency
and prevents it from applying to more sophisticated
tasks. Therefore, CARSM proposes using an actionvalue function critic Q̂! parameterized by ! to estimate the Q function. Replacing Q with Q̂! in Theorem 1, we obtain ĝtkc ⇡ gtkc as the empirical estimation
of r tkc J(⇡), and hence the CARSM estimation for
P1 PK PC
0:1 ) tkc
r✓ J(⇡) = t=0 k=1 c=1 @J( tkc
@✓ becomes
ĝ CARSM = r✓

P PK PC
t

k=1

c=1 ĝtkc tkc .

Note the number of unique values in {ac↵j
}c,j that
t
diﬀer from the true action at is always between 0 and
C(C 1)/2 1, regardless of how large K is. The
dimension shutdown property further sparsifies the
gradients, removing the noise of the dimensions that
have no pseudo actions.
Design of Critic: A practical challenge of CARSM
is that it is notoriously hard to estimate action-value
functions for on-policy algorithm because the number
of samples are limited and the complexity of the actionvalue function quickly increases with dimension K. A
natural way to overcome the limitation of samples is
the reuse of historical data, which has been successfully
implemented in previous studies [Gu et al., 2016, Lillicrap et al., 2015]. The idea is to use the transitions
{s` , r` , a` , s0` }’s from the replay buﬀer to construct target values for the action-value estimator under the
current policy. More specifically, we can use one-step
TD to rewrite the target value of critic Q̂! network
with these oﬀ-policy samples as
y`oﬀ = r(s` , a` ) + Eã⇠⇡(· | s0` ) Q̂! (s0` , ã),

(5)

where the expectation part can be evaluated with either
an exact computation when the action space size C K is
not large, or with MC integration by drawing random
samples from ã ⇠ ⇡✓ (· | s0 ) and averaging Q̂! (s0 , ã)
over these random samples. This target value only uses
one-step estimation, and can be extended to n-step TD
by adding additional importance sampling weights.
Since we have on-policy samples, it is natural to also include them to construct unbiased targets for Q̂! (st , at ):
P1
0
yton = t0 =t t t r(st0 , at0 ).

Then we optimize parameters ! by minimizing the
Bellman error between the targets and critic as
PL
PT
oﬀ
Q̂! (s` , a` )]2 + t=0 [yton Q̂! (st , at )]2 ,
`=0 [y`

where L is the number of oﬀ-policy samples and T
is the number of on-policy samples. In practice, the
performance varies with the ratio between L and T ,
which reflects the trade-oﬀ between bias and variance.
We choose L = T , which is found to achieve good
performance across all tested RL tasks.
Target network update: Another potential problem of CARSM is the dependency between the actionvalue function and policy. Though CARSM is a policygradient based algorithm, the gradient estimation procedure is closely related with the action-value function,
which may lead to divergence of the estimation as mentioned in previous studies [Mnih et al., 2016, Lillicrap
et al., 2015, Bhatnagar et al., 2009, Maei et al., 2010].
Fortunately, this issue has been addressed, to some
extent, with the help of target network update [Mnih
et al., 2013, Lillicrap et al., 2015], and we borrow that
idea into CARSM for computing policy gradient. In
detail, we construct two target networks corresponding
to the policy network and Q critic network, respectively; when computing the target of critic network
in (5), instead of using the current policy network and
Q critic, we use a smoothed version of them to obtain
the target value, which can be expressed as
y`oﬀ = r(s` , a` ) + Eã⇠⇡0 (· | s0` ) Q0! (s0` , ã),

where ⇡ 0 and Q0! denote the target networks. These
target networks are updated every episode in a “soft”
update manner, as in Lillicrap et al. [2015], by
!Q

0

⌧ ! Q + (1

0

⌧ )! Q , ✓ ⇡

0

⌧ ✓ ⇡ + (1

0

⌧ )✓ ⇡ ,

which is an exponential moving average of the policy
network and action value function network parameters,
with ⌧ as the smoothing parameter.
Annealing on entropy term: In practice, maximizing the maximum entropy (ME) objective with an annealing coeﬃcient is often a good choice to encourage
exploration and achieve a better sub-optimal solution,
and the CARSM gradient estimator for ME would be
PK
g ME
CARSM = g CARSM +
k=1 r✓ H(⇡✓ (at |st )),

where H(·) denotes the entropy term and is the annealing coeﬃcient. The entropy term can be expressed
explicitly because ⇡ is factorized over its dimensions
and there are finite actions along each dimension.
Delayed update: As an accurate critic plays an important role for ARSM to estimate gradient, it would be
helpful to adopt the delayed update trick of Fujimoto
et al. [2018]. In practice, we update the critic network
several times before updating the policy network.
In addition to the Python (TensorFlow) code in the Supplementary Material, we also provide detailed pseudo
code to help understand the implementation of CARSM
in Appendix C.
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4

EXPERIMENTS

Our experiments aim to answer the following questions:
(a) How does the proposed CARSM algorithm perform
when compared with ARSM-MC (when ARSM-MC
is not too expensive to run)? (b) Is CARSM able to
eﬃciently solve tasks with a large discrete action space?
(c) Does CARSM have better sample eﬃciency than
the algorithms, such as A2C and RELAX, that have
the same idea of using baselines for variance reduction?
(d) Can CARSM be integrated into more sophisticated
RL learning frameworks such as TRPO to achieve an
improved performance? Since we run trials on some
discretized continuous control tasks, another fair question would be: (e) Will discretization help learning?
If so, what are possible explanations?
We consider benchmark tasks provided by OpenAI
Gym classic-control and MuJoCo simulators [Todorov
et al., 2012]. We compare the proposed CARSM with
ARSM-MC [Yin et al., 2019], A2C [Mnih et al., 2016],
and RELAX [Grathwohl et al., 2017]; all of them rely on
introducing baseline functions to reduce gradient variance, making it fair to compare them against each other.
We then integrate CARSM into TRPO by replacing its
A2C gradient estimator for r✓ J(✓). Performance evaluation show that a simple plug-in of CARSM estimator
can bring the improvement. Details on experimental
settings can be found in Appendix B.2.
On our experiments with tasks in continuous control
domain, we discretize the continuous action space uniformly to get a discrete action space. More specifically,
if the action space is A = [ 1, 1]K , and we discretize it
to C actions at each dimension, the action space would
C+3
C 1 K
become Ã = { CC+1
1 , C 1 , . . . , C 1} .

There are two motivations of discretizing the action
space. First, MuJoCo tasks are a set of standard comparable tasks that naturally have multidimensional
action spaces, which is the case we are interested in for
CARSM. Second, as illustrated in Tang and Agrawal
[2019], discrete policy is often more expressive than
diagonal-Gaussian policy, leading to better exploration.
We will illustrate this point by experiments.
4.1

Motivation and Illustration

One distinction between discrete and Gaussian policies is that a discrete policy can learn multi-modal
and skewed distributions while a Gaussian policy can
only support uni-modal, symmetric, and bell-shaped
distributions. This intrinsic diﬀerence could lead to
significantly diﬀerence on exploration, as reflected by
the toy example presented below, which will often lead
to diﬀerent sub-optimal solutions in practice.
To help better understand the connections between

multi-modal policy and exploration, we take a brief
review of RL objective function from an energy-based
distribution point of view. For a bandit problem with
reward function r(a) : A ! R, we denote the true
reward induced distribution as p(a) / er(a) . The objective function in (1) can be reformulated as
Ea⇠⇡✓ (a) [r(a)] =

KL(⇡✓ (a)||p(a))

H(⇡✓ ).

The KL-divergence term matches the objective function of variational inference (VI) [Blei et al., 2017] in
approximating p(a) with distribution ⇡✓ (a), while the
second term is the entropy of policy ⇡✓ . Therefore, if
we use maximum entropy objective [Haarnoja et al.,
2017], which is maximizing Ea⇠⇡✓ (a) [r(a)] + H(⇡✓ ), we
will get an VI approximate solution. Suppose p(a) is a
multi-modal distribution, due to the inherent property
of VI [Blei et al., 2017], if ⇡✓ is a Guassian distribution,
it will often underestimate the variance of p(a) and
capture only one density mode. By contrast, if ⇡✓ is a
discrete distribution, it can capture the multi-modal
property of p(a), which will lead to more exploration
before converging to a more deterministic policy.
We design a simple toy example to reflect these differences. We restrict the action space to [ 1, 1], and
the true reward function is a concatenation of two
quadratic functions (as shown in Figure 1 left panel
red curves) that intersect at a middle point m. We fix
the left sub-optimal point as the global optimal one
and control the position of m to get tasks with various
diﬃculty levels. More specifically, the closer m to 1,
the more explorations needed to converge to the global
optimal. We defer the detailed experiment setting to
Appendix B.1. We run 100 trials of both Gaussian
policy and discrete policy and show their behaviors.
We show, in Figure 1 left panel, the learning process of
both Gaussian and discrete policies with a quadratic
annealing coeﬃcient for the entropy term, and, in right
panel, a heatmap where each entry indicates the average density of each action at one iteration. In this case
where m = 0.8, the signal from the global optimal
point has a limited range which requires more explorations during the training process. Gaussian policy
can only explore with unimodal distribution and fail to
capture the global optimal all the time. By contrast,
discrete policy can learn the bi-modal distribution in
the early stage, gradually concentrate on both the optimal and sub-optimal peaks before collecting enough
samples, and eventually converges to the optimal peak.
More explanations can be found in Appendix B.1.
4.2

Comparing CARSM and ARSM-MC

One major diﬀerence between CARSM and ARSMMC is the usage of Q-Critic. It saves us from running
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Figure 1: left panel: Change of policy over iterations in a single random trial between Gaussian policy (left)
and discrete policy (right) on a bimodal-reward toy example. right panel: Average density on each action along
with the training iteration between Gaussian and discrete policies for 100 random trials. Under this setting, the
Gaussian policy fails to converge to the global optimum while discrete policy always finds the global optimum.

Figure 2: top row: Performance curves for discrete domains. Comparison between: A2C, RELAX, ARSM-MC,
and CARSM. We show the cumulative rewards during training, moving averaged across 100 epochs; the curves
show the mean ± std performance across 5 random seeds. bottom row: Performance curves on CartPole with
very large discrete action space. Comparison between: A2C and CARSM over a range of diﬀerent discretization
scale C 2 {101, 501, 1001}. We show the cumulative rewards during training, moving averaged across 100 epochs;
the curves show the mean ± std performance across 5 random seeds.
MC rollouts to estimate the action-value functions of
all unique pseudo actions, the number of which can
be enormous under a multidimensional setting. This
saving is at the expense of introducing bias to gradient
estimation (not by the gradient estimator per se but by
how Q is estimated). Similar to the argument between
MC and TD, there is a trade-oﬀ between bias and
variance. In this set of experiments, we show that the
use of Critic in CARSM not only brings us accelerated
training, but also helps return good performance.

so CARSM largely improves the sample eﬃciency of
ARSM-MC while maintaining comparable performance.
The action space is uni-dimensional with 2, 3, and 4 discrete actions for CartPole, Acrobot, and LunarLander,
respectively. We also compare CARSM and ARSM-MC
given fixed number of timesteps. Under this setting,
CARSM outperforms ARSM-MC by a large margin
on both Acrobot and LunarLander. See Figure 7 in
Appendix B.3 for more details.

To make the results of CARSM directly comparable
with those of ARSM-MC shown in Yin et al. [2019],
we evaluate the performances on an Episode basis on
discrete classical-control tasks: CartPole, Acrobot, and
LunarLander. We follow Yin et al. [2019] to limit the
MC rollout sizes for ARSM-MC as 16, 64, and 1024,
respectively. From Figure 2 top row, ARSM-MC has
a better performance than CARSM on both CartPole
and LunarLander, while CARSM outperforms the rest
on Acrobot. The results are promising in the sense
that CARSM only uses one rollout for estimation while
ARSM-MC uses up to 16, 64, and 1024, respectively,

4.3

Large Discrete Action Space

We want to show that CARSM has better sample eﬃciency on cases where the number of action C in one
dimension is large. We test CARSM along with A2C on
a continuous CartPole task, which is a modified version
of discrete CartPole. In this continuous environment,
we restrict the action space to [ 1, 1]. Here the action
indicates the force applied to the Cart at any time.
The intuition of why CARSM is expected to perform
well under a large action space setting is because of
the low-variance property. When C is large, the dis-
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Figure 3: Performance curves on six benchmark tasks (all except the last are MuJoCo tasks). Comparison
between: continuous A2C (Gaussian policy), discrete A2C, RELAX, and CARSM policy gradient. We show
the cumulative rewards during training, moving averaged across 100 epochs; The curves show the mean ± std
performance across 5 random seeds.

Figure 4: Performance curves on six benchmark tasks (all except the last are MuJoCo tasks). Comparison
between: continuous TRPO (Gaussian policy), discrete TRPO, and CARSM policy gradient combined with
TRPO. We show the cumulative rewards during training, moving averaged across 100 epochs; the curves show
the mean ± std performance across 5 random seeds.
tribution is more dispersed on each action compared
with smaller case, which requires the algorithm captures the signal from best action accurately to improve
exploitation. In this case, a high-variance gradient estimator will surpass the right signal, leading to a long
exploration period or even divergence.
As shown in Figure 2 bottom row, CARSM outperforms
A2C by a large margin in all three large C settings.
Though the CARSM curve exhibits larger variations as
C increases, it always learns much more rapidly at an
early stage compared with A2C. Note the naive ARSMMC algorithm will not work on this setting simply
because it needs to run as many as tens of thousands
MC rollouts to get a single gradient estimate.

4.4

OpenAI Gym Benchmark Tasks

In this set of experiments, we compare CARSM with
A2C and RELAX, which all share the same underlying
idea of improving the sample eﬃciency by reducing the
variance of gradient estimation. For A2C, we compare
with both Gaussian and discrete policies to check the
intuition presented in Section 4.1. In all these tasks,
following the results from Tang and Agrawal [2019],
the action space is equally divided into C = 11 discrete
actions at each dimension. Thus the discrete action
space size becomes 11K , where K is the action-space dimension that is 6 for HalfCheetah, 3 Hopper, 2 Reacher,
2 Swimmer, 6 Walker2D, and 2 LunarLander. More
details on Appendix B.2.

Discrete Action On-Policy Learning with Action-Value Critic

(a) Gaussian policy at
an early stage.

(b) Gaussian policy at
an intermediate stage.

(c) Gaussian policy at
a late stage.

(e) Discrete policy at
an early stage.

(f) Discrete policy at
an intermediate stage.

(g) Discrete policy at
a late stage.

(d) Average density for
Gaussian policy.

(h) Average density for
Discrete policy.

Figure 5: Policy distribution on the Reacher task between discrete policy and Gaussian policy for a given state (discrete
action space has 11 actions on each dimension).

As shown in Figure 3, CARSM outperforms the other
algorithms by a large margin except on HalfCheetah,
demonstrating the high-sample eﬃciency of CARSM.
Moreover, the distinct behaviors of Gaussian and discrete policies in the Reacher task, as shown in both
Figures 3 and 4, are worth thinking, motivating us to go
deeper on this task to search for possible explanations.
We manually select a state that requires exploration on
the early stage, and record the policy evolvement along
with training process at that specific state. We show
those transition phases in Figure 5 for both Gaussian
policy (top row) and discrete policy (bottom row).
For discrete policy, plots (e)-(g) in Figure 5 bottom
row show interesting property: at the early stage, the
policy does not put heavy mass at all on the final
sub-optimal point (0, 0), but explores around multiple density modes; then it gradually concentrates on
several sup-optimal points on an intermediate phase,
and converges to the final sub-optimal point. Plot (h)
also conveys the same message that during the training
process, discrete action can transit explorations around
several density modes since the green lines can jump
along the iterations. (The heatmaps of (d) and (h)
in Figure 5 are computed in the same way as that in
Figure 1, and details can be found in Appendix B.1.)
By contrast, Gaussian policy does not have the flexibility of exploring based on diﬀerent density modes,
therefore from plots (a)-(c) on the top row of Figure 5,
the policy moves with a large radius but one center,
and on (d), the green lines move consecutively which
indicates a smooth but potentially not comprehensive
exploration.

4.5

Combining CARSM with TRPO

Below we show that CARSM can be readily applied
under TRPO to improves its performance. In the update step of TRPO shown in (4), the default estimator
for r✓ J(✓) is A2C or its variant. We replace it with
CARSM estimator and run it on the same set of tasks.
As shown in Figure 4, Gaussian policy fails to find
a good sub-optimal solution under TRPO for both
HalfCheetah and Reacher and performs similarly to its
discrete counterpart on the other tasks. Meanwhile,
CARSM improves the performance of TRPO over discrete policy setting on three tasks and maintains similar
performance on the others, which shows evidence that
CARSM is an easy plug-in estimator for r✓ J(✓) and
hence can potentially improve other algorithms, such
as some oﬀ-policy ones [Wang et al., 2016, Degris et al.,
2012], that need this gradient estimation.

5

CONCLUSION

To solve RL tasks with multidimensional discrete action setting eﬃciently, we propose Critic-ARSM policy
gradient, which is a combination of multidimensional
sparse ARSM gradient estimator and an action-value
critic, to improve sample eﬃciency for on-policy algorithm. We show the good performances of this algorithm from perspectives including stability on very
large action space cases and comparisons with other
standard benchmark algorithms, and show its potential to be combined with other standard algorithms.
Moreover, we demonstrate the potential benefits of
discretizing continuous control tasks to obtain a better
exploration based on multimodal property.
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